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ANGLE STOP FS-WA-ISC
    Main areas of use * Cutting of flexible mineral and natural fibre insulating materials as well
as PUR insulating materials with precise angles (when used together with the Festool guide
rail) Adapted for * for FS/2 with ISC 240 * for fixed cuts, can ...  

      CODE   575413
  PRICE   € 123,53

   

ANGLE STOP GC 1000-WA
    Main areas of use * Set including carpentry guide rail GC 1000, angle stop and gauge
marker Adapted for * for HK 132, CSP 85/60, CSP 132, CSP 165, CCP 380, NRP 90 * angle
indicator with 1000 mm guide rail and gauge marker * Angle stop, for variable ...  

      CODE   769671
  PRICE   € 318,19

   

CHAINSAW CHAIN SC 3/8"-90 I-39E
    Adapted for * for SSU 200, SSP 200 * saw chain ISO * chain pitch 3/8" * for flexible to
pressure-resistant insulating materials, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   769100
  PRICE   € 52,49

   

CHAINSAW CHAIN SC 3/8"-90 I-57E
    Adapted for * for IS 330, ISP 330 * saw chain ISO * chain pitch 3/8" * for flexible to
pressure-resistant insulating materials, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   769088
  PRICE   € 78,51
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CHAINSAW CHAIN SC 3/8"-91 F-39E
    Adapted for * for SSU 200, SSP 200 * saw chain fine * chain pitch 3/8" * for fine and cross
cuts, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   769102
  PRICE   € 32,46

   

CHAINSAW CHAIN SC 3/8"-91 IH-57E
    Adapted for * for IS 330, ISP 330 * saw chain ISO Hard * chain pitch 3/8" * for extremely
pressure-resistant insulating materials, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   769090
  PRICE   € 78,51

   

CHAINSAW CHAIN SC 3/8"-91 L-39E
    Adapted for * for SSU 200, SSP 200 * saw chain, longitudinal cuts * chain pitch 3/8" * for
rip cuts, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   769103
  PRICE   € 30,43

   

CHAINSAW CHAIN SC 3/8"-91 U-39E
    Adapted for * for SSU 200, SSP 200 * saw chain Uni * chain pitch 3/8" * for rip and cross
cuts, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   769101
  PRICE   € 24,27
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COVER ABSA-TS 55
    Adapted for * for TS 55, TS 55 R, TSC 55 * can also be used as false joint set * cover for
improved dust extraction, in carton  

      CODE   491750
  PRICE   € 37,34

   

CHIP COLLECTION BAG SB-TSC
    Main areas of use * The chip collection bag keeps the work space clean, collects virtually
all chips and dust, and ensures maximum mobility Adapted for * For TSC 55, HKC 55 * folds
down for space-saving transportation * for all woods * with dust cap ...  

      CODE   500393
  PRICE   € 27,19

   

CUTTER SPINDLE ASL20/OF1010
    Adapted for * for OF 1010 * required for holding the FK D rebating head 50 x 30 (489284),
in self-service display pack  

      CODE   489285
  PRICE   € 34,48

   

CUTTER SPINDLE ASL20/OF1400-OF2200
    Adapted for * for OF 1400, OF 2200 * required for holding the FK D rebating head 50 x 30
(489284), in self-service display pack  

      CODE   490131
  PRICE   € 40,80
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EXTENSION TABLE VL
    Adapted for * for CS 50, CMS-GE * simple fitting, folds away * for safe support of long
workpieces when sawing to width * enlarges the support surface by 405 mm, in carton  

      CODE   492092
  PRICE   € 194,11

   

FESTOOL CROSS CUTTING GUIDE RAIL FSK
    Not just saws–compound mitre saws. Strengths and benefits * The HK 55, HKC 55 and
HK 85 portable circular saws can be easily connected to the cross cutting guide rail to form a
single unit, by means of a quick fastener * The compound mitre saw sys ...  

      CODE   769943   769942   769941
  PRICE   € 190,17   € 167,87   € 145,43

   

GUARD BF-OF-CMS
    Adapted for * for CMS-OF 1010 * for CMS-OF 1400/OF 2000/OF 2200 * guard and
extractor hood, in carton  

      CODE   494643
  PRICE   € 51,30

   

GUIDE RAIL GC 2000
    Main areas of use * Anodised aluminium profile for precise sawing and routing Adapted
for * for HK 132, CSP 85/60, CSP 132, CSP 165, CCP 380, NRP 90 * 2000 mm long, in
carton  

      CODE   769669
  PRICE   € 254,71
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GUIDE RAIL GC 3000
    Main areas of use * Anodised aluminium profile for precise sawing and routing Adapted
for * for HK 132, CSP 85/60, CSP 132, CSP 165, CCP 380, NRP 90 * 3000 mm long, in
carton  

      CODE   769670
  PRICE   € 351,34

   

GROOVE UNIT VN-HK85 130X16-25
    From portable circular saw to groove router. Main areas of use * Versatile use of HK 85
portable circular saw as groove cutter via simple installation of groove unit * Reversible
carbide cutting blades and pre-cutting blades for a high surface quali ...  

      CODE   576803
  PRICE   € 525,30

   

KICKBACK STOP FS-RSP
    Adapted for * for TS 55, TS 55 R, TSC 55, TS 75, HKC 55, HK 55, ATF 55, AP 55, AT 65,
AP 65, AP 85 * can also be used as guide stop * used as a rear and front stop position on
guide rail FS/2, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   491582
  PRICE   € 13,24

   

PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-A SSU 200
    Adapted for * for SSU 200, IS 330, SSP 200, ISP 330 * bilateral offset parallel stop, in
carton  

      CODE   769099
  PRICE   € 59,18
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PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-A-HK 85
    Adapted for * for HK 85 * bilateral offset parallel stop, in carton  

      CODE   574670
  PRICE   € 69,32

   

PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-HK 85
    Adapted for * for HK 85 * can also be used as table extension * parallel guide, guided on
both sides, in carton  

      CODE   576911
  PRICE   € 42,72

   

PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-HKC 55
    Parallel cuts made easy. Strengths and benefits Increased stability thanks to added
support to the workpiece surface. Ideal for separating longer workpieces. Workpiece widths
can range from 230 mm to 345 mm when fitted to side of motor. Workpiece wi ...  

      CODE   576912
  PRICE   € 36,51

   

PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-SSU 200
    Adapted for * for SSU 200, IS 330, SSP 200, ISP 330 * parallel guide, guided on both
sides, in carton  

      CODE   769098
  PRICE   € 34,12
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PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-TS 55
    Adapted for * for TS 55, TS 55 R, TSC 55 * can also be used as table extension * parallel
guide, guided on both sides, in carton  

      CODE   491469
  PRICE   € 37,70

   

PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PA-TS 75
    Adapted for * for TS 75 * parallel guide, guided on both sides * can also be used as table
extension, in carton  

      CODE   492243
  PRICE   € 43,19

   

PARALLEL SIDE FENCE PG-HK 132
    Main areas of use * Parallel limit stop on both sides * Can also be used as table extension
Adapted for * for HK 132, CSP 132 * for using HK 132 E/W with guide rails, type GC
2000/3000, in carton  

      CODE   769538
  PRICE   € 130,51

   

PLANING SET NS-HK 250X50
    Main areas of use * Diverse use of hand-held circular saw HK 132 with simple installation
of planer * Safe handling due to two guards over the notch cutter * Smooth-running due to
dynamically balanced notch cutter * Reversible carbide cutting blades ...  

      CODE   769539
  PRICE   € 1.110,84
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PRE-CUTTER CT-HK HW 14X14X2/6
    Adapted for * for planer and notch cutter head * for HK 132, CSP 132, NRP 90, in self-
service display pack  

      CODE   769542
  PRICE   € 30,19

   

REVERSIBLE BLADE WP 30X12X1,5
    for rebating head, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   489286
  PRICE   € 21,72

   

ROLLER STAND RB
    Adapted for * for all semi-stationary devices (CS/KS/CMS) * may be used with the CS 50,
CS 70, CB 120, Basis Plus System, CMS-GE, multifunction table * to use longer workpieces
for longitudinal sections and cross sections and cutting and grinding work, in carton  

      CODE   488711
  PRICE   € 147,94

   

SAW BLADE HOLDER SGA
    Adapted for * for CS 50, CMS-GE * for safe and space-saving storage of up to 4 saw
blades (max. Ø 190 mm) and up to 3 splinterguards (not included in contents), in carton  

      CODE   492228
  PRICE   € 40,44
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SPLINTER GUARD SP-TS 55 (5 PCS.)
    Adapted for * for TS 55, TS 75 * for low-splinter cuts to the right of the saw blade * can be
used with or without guide rail, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   491473
  PRICE   € 11,33

   

SPLINTER GUARD SP-TS 55 R (5 PCS.)
    Adapted for * for TS 55 R and TSC 55 * can be used with or without guide rail * for low-
splinter cuts to the right of the saw blade, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   499011
  PRICE   € 11,33

   

SPLINTER GUARD SP-TS 60/5
    The splinter guard for cuts that are splinter-free on both sides. Strengths and benefits:
Exact cut-outs through marking that displays the front cutting point of the saw blade at
maximum cutting depth. Compatible with all saw blades. Height-adj ...  

      CODE   577288
  PRICE   € 11,33
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